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bold and substantial. Indeed, much of the credit for the
fact that in later years Colonialism! and imperialism fell
into disrepute, not only in India but all the world over,
goes to men like Romesh Dutt who by their detailed
analyses of colonial regimes revealed to the colonial peoples
the true nature of such connections.
V
Economic in the modern world is the hand-maid of
politics, and whether or not one agrees with Karl Marx
that economics provides the main, if not the sole, motiva-
tion of history, there is no doubt that it is an important
factor which shapes and is in turn shaped by the course of
politics. It is no wonder, therefore, that Romesh Dutt who
was deeply interested in the economic history of India and
in the economic administration in general of the British
regime in India was not apathetic to politics. In fact, it
was his economics which led him into politics and not
vice-versa. In the context of the second half of the nine-
teenth century when British rule was accepted as a fact,
he did not rebel against this rule as a wrong by itself. On
the contrary, he described the British Empire as a superb
institution. He was, however, acutely conscious of the
economic injustice which British rule had perpetrated on
India, and he attributed this injustice to the lack of repre-
sentative institutions in the Indian administration, which
could influence the decisions of Government. He, there-
fore, pleaded and worked for the developmnt of represen-
tative institutions at all levels of administration so that the
Indian point of view could be brought to bear on the vital
decisions affecting the country.
Romesh Chunder's interest in active politics started
after his retirement from the Indian Qvil Service. Even be-

